When Protection Is All That Matters
Spectra SP’s user-friendliness and unique feature set make it the best security system in its class.

**STAY D™**

Go with simpler and safer living. The revolutionary StayD feature represents a completely reversed philosophy that resolves all issues with any security system made today. A StayD system is always armed and only partly disarmed when entering or exiting a site, which is the opposite of a common security system that’s always disarmed and needs to be armed to provide protection.

**Multipath Communication**

Monitor your system’s status, receive notification of system events, control your system (arm/disarm, open a garage door, etc.) and report system events to the monitoring station using one or more of the following communication methods.

- Internet and e-mail
- GPRS, GSM, and SMS text messages
- Voice
- Landline Telephone (not available with SP65)

**Remote and Wireless Convenience**

With one-touch, remote control convenience, using your security system has never been simpler. Disarm your system with one button, arm it with another, or send a panic signal to your monitoring station.

**Three Arming Levels**

Spectra SP protects your home, but more importantly, Spectra SP protects you. Get three different levels of security:

- **Arm:** Leave your home and maximize your security.
- **Sleep:** Protect your main floor while you sleep in full security upstairs.
- **Stay:** Protect your perimeter while at home with the children.

**Expandability**

Get up to 32 points of detection for maximum security. Start small and expand your security as your needs grow. Five models are available depending on your initial requirements: SP4000 (4 zones), SP5500 (5 zones), SP6000 (8 zones), SP65 (9 zones) and SP7000 (16 zones). Also, get protection for two independent areas at one location. Secure your house, as well as your basement apartment, and control both distinct areas conveniently from one keypad.
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